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Preparing for cookie-less customer acquisition in 2023

Stay tuned!
Webinar will start soon

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxOZ7y-CExY


Meet your hosts

Andreas Dzumla

LUX co-founder and CEO

Andreas is an ex-Googler and Dentsu 
Aegis Network agency GM who’s seen 
search marketing from all sides.

Rob Wall

LUX Commercial Director 

Rob is responsible for cultivating 
and leading client relationships 
worldwide.
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Housekeeping 

Poll questions

Ask questions

Survey at the end

Full recording available in 24h



About Longtail UX
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We’re on a mission to reinvent 
how businesses connect 
people to products.

We see a new “future of work” 
for enterprise marketing 
professionals where you can 
apply your creativity at speed 
and scale. 

The LUX Customer Acquisition 
Platform is the ultimate bolt-on 
upgrade to your website, and 
your career potential.



➜ How did we get here?

➜ What does this mean for enterprise 
eCommerce marketers?

➜ How can you start developing a 
framework for replacing third-party 
cookies now?

Third-party cookies are drawing to a 
close in 2023…



will impact
marketing strategy
(Copper’s 2021 Marketing Relationships Survey) 

rely on third-party 
cookies to engage 
their target 
audience. (2020 Epsilon survey)

biggest challenge will 
be inability to track 
the right data (GetApp)

Will need to increase 
their spending by 5% 
to 25% to reach the 
same goals. (GetApp)

51%80% 41% 44%

What marketers expect from Google’s 
third-party cookie phase-out



Poll Question 1:

How prepared do you feel for the 
end of third-party cookies?

Yep! I’m all 
set 

Hmm… 
somewhat 

Nope. Not at 
all

I don’t know
I could be 

more



How did we get here?
Why did we become so reliant on third-party cookies?

They “prove” the 
effectiveness of online 

attribution.

They allow for 
behavioural targeting 
no matter the website.

CMOs and CFOs love 
that they can measure 

the ROI of their ads.

But just because 
they’re attributable, it 

doesn’t mean they 
drive results.

Behavioural vs. 
contextual advertising 
can be much cheaper 
and optimised easier.

Optimising to the 
attribution.

2017

1998

1994

Apple’s ITP

First mention of risk

Cookies introduced



What are cookies? 

How third-party cookies are 
used in advertising:

➜ Retargeting

➜ Multi-touch 
attribution 

➜ Audience creation, 
incl. lookalike & 
Segmentation

➜ Cross-domain 
analytics & 
personalisation

➜ Data enrichment



What’s the problem with third-party cookies? 

➜ Lack of user transparency and 
control.
○ silently tracking users
○ data breaches

➜ EU and Californian privacy 
legislation gives users control over 
their data. I.e. users can block 
tracking technologies 

➜ Safari and Firefox are already 
blocking third-party cookies. 
Chrome to block them in 2023.



What led to the death of 
third-party cookies?

GDPR in 
effect

2018 2020

Firefox Strips
Cookies

SameSite
Attribute

Chrome announces 
the End

No Cookies in
Safari

Apple ITP blocks 
by Default

Introduction of 
CCPA



➜ Measurement 
➜ Cross-site personalisation              

and A/B testing 
➜ Data enrichment

Harder

What does this mean for you?

➜ Retargeting with third-party 
cookies 

➜ Audience suppression 
➜ Frequency capping
➜ View-through attribution
➜ Multi-touch attribution
➜ Lookalike audience targeting 

Not available



Poll Question 2:

What benefits of third-party 
cookies are you going to miss the 
most?

Retargeting 
Audience 

targeting (incl. 
lookalike)

Audience 
suppression 

(e.g. frequency 
capping)

View-through 
attribution

None of 
these



➜ Google: Topics API - interest-based targeting 
proposal; ‘buckets’ based on the user’s 
browsing history

➜ Facebook: First-party cookies for Meta Pixel 

➜ DSPs: The Trade Desk is leading an open 
source replacement called Unified ID 2.0

How have ad platforms reacted?

The ad platform perspective

➜ Third-party cookies/data are used for 
audience targeting on other websites, e.g. for 
channels display and social. 

➜ They play a smaller role in search advertising 
(Google) and closed systems (Apple).

Who’s affected?

➜ Facebook: #deservetobefound

Who’s tried to lobby against it?



➜ Collect
➜ Maintain
➜ Enrich 
➜ Use your own data

First-party data

➜ Google’s Topics API (fka as Federated 
Learning of Cohorts, FLoC) and 
Privacy Sandbox

➜ Unified ID 2.0 - led by The Trade Desk
➜ LiveRamp’s RampID (fka Identity 

Link)

“Replacements”

➜ Highly targeted, relevant display ads
➜ Buy media where your audience are
➜ Automated

Contextual targeting

➜ Listen to what customers actually 
want 

➜ Invest in your own infrastructure to 
capture existing ‘in market’ demand

Capture category demand

This is not the end of audience targeting



First-party data

➜ First-party cookies
➜ Lead gen forms
➜ Custom questions
➜ Focus on building 

brand

Collect

➜ Profile
➜ Integrate
➜ Augment
➜ Monitor
➜ Establish goals
➜ Enrichment tools

Maintain & enrich 

➜ Personalised UX, 
recommendations

➜ Feed first-party data 
(e.g. with CDPs) into 
third-party party ad 
platforms to create 
custom audiences, 
seed lookalikes etc.

Use



Contextual targeting strategies

New York Fashion New York Fashion

advertisement is irrelevant to content on page advertisement is relevant to content on page



Use Google’s Topics API

User visits
websites

Browser infers
topics of interest

User visits site 
displaying ads

Topics are retrieved Ad is
requested

Ad is
displayed

All of ‘Contextual Targeting’ benefits - plus allowing:

➜ Cross-domain targeting
➜ Frequency capping

Disadvantages: 

➜ No targeting based on specific pages visited, only topic

For comparison:

➜ Unified ID 2.0: based on 
email login only

➜ RampID: US-centric,  
matches offline PII data 
and online devices to 
people-based IDs



Direct: 20% Email: 
10%Search: 40% Social: 20% Display: 

10%

Revenue by Channel:

Non-brand 
Organic 
Search

Non-brand 
Paid Search

Acquisition channels: 
New Customers 

Owned 
Social

Paid 
Social

Brand 
Search

Display: 
10%

Guaranteed
to be In Market

Investing in your own infrastructure to more cost effectively capture demand.

Capture category demand



Poll Question 3:

What area do you plan to spend 
more budget on when third-party 
cookies end?

First-party 
data

Contextual 
targeting

‘Replacements’
Capturing 
category 
demand

Other 
channels



Number of products

Brand strength 
(brand & direct traffic; 

ATL spend, domain 
authority  etc.)

High

HighLow

Low

Your framework for replacing 
Third-party cookies

Leverage your own 
first-party data

Moving to contextual 
targeting strategies

Use Google’s Topics 
API, Unify ID 2.0 or 
Live 

Capturing category 
demand rather than 
paying to stimulate it



The bigger the 
business, 

the bigger the 
long tail

Example Client: 
$10m search ad 

spend 
= 26m long tail 
searches that 
didn’t convert
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Consumers in the 
long tail are ready 

to buy now!

The Problem

$40m in lost 
revenue

Capturing Category demand:

Why spy on them if you can listen to them!



“I am looking for a 
floral dress with 
sleeves in Sydney”

Frustrating…
But let’s go back to 

Google.

Capturing Category demand:

But can you answer their questions?

(one floral,
no sleeves…)

(...not Sydney)

Neutral

“I’m looking for a 
floral dress with 

sleeves near me.”

“I like this brand, so 
I’ll give them a go”

“Just one floral dress? 
No sleeves? Nothing 

about Sydney?”

floral dress with sleeves 

23Hopeful Disappointed Frustrated

Lisa, the Consumer



“My website’s landing pages deliver new customers exactly what
 they’re searching for. “

Poll Question 4:

How much do you agree with 
this statement?

Strongly 
agree Agree Not sure Disagree Strongly 

disagree



Burning cash: highly competitive, 
uncreative, diminishing returns
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I want to accelerate growth, enter new 
categories, and capture the longtail Example B2B User:

Mark, the Marketer

Mark’s options

Throw money at Google Become a Jira Jockey

Wasting time: navigating internal 
developer queues to create new 
pages instead of driving revenue

The Problem
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*LUX - AWS Webinar: 234 Attendees including PG.com, Epson.com, Tiffanys.com, Mango.com, Wego.com, ABB.com, AO.com, Na.com, 
OfficeSupply.com, Coppel.mx, Watchmaster.com

Confirmation of the problem by enterprise attendees of a LUX/AWS Webinar:

“How long would it take you to 
create 20,000 search-optimised 
(“hyper-relevant”) landing pages?”

“How much would it cost you to 
create 20,000 search-optimised 
landing pages?”

Why is the long tail still out of reach?

The ProblemThe Problem

12% 18% 29% 41% 13% 50%31% 6%

< 90 
days

3-6 
months

6-12 
months

>12 
months

$
200,000

$
1,000,000

$
5,000,000

Can’t
do it
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We’ve invented the (3rd party cookie-free) 
Smart Page

Google SERP

Summer Day Dresses

Client Product 
Page

LUX Smart 
Page

Summer 
Day Dresses

Lisa, the 
Consumer

Long tail
keyword
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Smart Links drive organic performance higher

Smart Links are placed at the bottom 
of Smart Pages and throughout 
client’s native website pages

➜ Smart Links provide authority through our 
‘contextual proximity system’

➜ This means pages rank better due to greater 
domain authority (higher relevance to search)

➜ Our Links are dynamic, creating a ‘virtuous 
relevance loop’ of integrated and networked pages

Entire site performance and 
relevance improves!



Finally capture the 
revenue potential of the 
organic channel

Exact match multi-product 
landing pages for every 
keyword in Google Ads

Multi-product landing 
pages for Google 
Shopping ads

Patent pending

Global patents attained
29

Listening & answering to users across channels

LUX 
Shopping

LUX 
Organic

LUX 
Paid

Lisa, the Consumer



Amber Hamilton
Platform Initiatives Manager at WooliesX
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+19% total website new user growth

“It's been a great collaboration 
journey LUX, I appreciate the insights 

you've shared and look forward to 
innovating with you.”

“The ability to work with our partners to 
achieve a mutual goal of improving the 
shopping process has been impeccable, 

and truly one of the most pleasant 
experiences I have had during a tech 

implementation process.”

We’ve helped our clients 
achieve massive growth!

Jane Houghton
eCommerce Marketing Manager

+40% organic traffic uplift in 9 months

29% Google page-1 rankings

+42% total website lead growth
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LUX 
Customer 

Acquisition 
Platform

5m
customer leads

Join the cookie-less revolution

10m 
Smart Pages

Not “just” revenue - brand experience!

$500m 
revenue generated

50m 
Smart Links
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Give us a shout! 

Get a custom demo to see how LUX can help your 
business identify your long tail and accelerate your 
customer acquisition.

Rob Wall
Commercial Director

rob.wall@longtailux.com

mailto:rob.wall@longtailux.com


Thank you


